
Bitumen Hot Air Welder WIN-WP2

The flame-free modified SBS welding machine adopts hot air to realize the welding of 
modified SBS, which is firm and reliable, and is widely used in non-curing edge banding.

The machine is equipped with customized and specially developed 80mm wide air nozzle, 
the width of the welding seam can reach between 80-100mm in actual welding, which is 
enough to meet the required width of the industry for asphalt material welding.

Closed-Loop ContClosed-Loop Control.

This machine is not only able to show the welding temperature and welding speed, the 
control system adopts closed loop control, regardless of the external voltage change, or 
upward or downward direction of welding under the condition of the external environment 
changes, such as negative feedback automatically adjust the setting temperature and speed,

BITUMEN HOT AIR WELDER WIN-WP2

PRODUCT INFORMATION



ADVANTAGES

The 80mm wide nozzle meets the width required by the industry 
specification

The machine is equipped with customized and specially developed 80mm wide air nozzle, 
the width of the welding seam can reach between 80-100mm in actual welding, which is 
enough to meet the required width of the industry for asphalt material welding

Intelligent Control system

MicMicrocomputer chip control system which makes operation easily and intuitively.

Efficient Welding Nozzle

Anti-scald protection design with maximizing heat volume and air volume.

Silica gel pressure rollers and metal rollers can be transformed according to different SBS, 
that balances the pressure and walking, which keeps perfect welding seam..

Accurate Positioning System

It ensures walking straightly without deviation by positioning system.

make the welding parameters is more stable, more reliable welding quality.

Small orders accepted.

To meet small batch customized services.



Model                          WIN – WP2
Voltage                         230V
Power                          4200W
Temperature                      50~620
Welding speed                    1-10m/min
Welding seam                     80mm
Dimensions Dimensions                      (length × width × height) 543x370x320mm
Net weight                       37kg
Motor                          Brush 
Air volume                       Not adjustable
Certication                      CE
Warranty                        1 year

SPECIFICATIONS - 1

I



          SPECIFICATIONS - 2

Model                            WIN – WP112
Voltage                           230V
Power                            4200W
Temperature                        50~620
Welding speed                      1-10m/min
Welding seam                       40mm
Dimensions Dimensions                        (length × width × height) 555x358x304mm
Net weight                         38kg
Motor                            Brushless
Air volume                         70-100% Innitely Adjustable
Certication                        CE
Warranty                          1 year

 E-Mail Id: sales@weldinequipments.com , kamran@weldinequipments.com

Contact Numbers: +91 8169493708     +91 7893419333     +91 9324847364

For Information visit our Website: www.weldinequipments.com


